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jump shot
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Today at Philips Jeff Teague pulled up for a 3-pointer but Marvin Williams reached up and got a piece of the 

ball as it left Teague’s hand.

As Teague ran to collect the ball, he told Marvin: “I’m not used to you being that tall.”

Teague was joking, but not really. Marvin’s posture really did look more upright than usual. He appeared to 

move more fluidly. 

And, most importantly, Marvin says back surgery alleviated the pain that has nagged him after he’s taken some 

spills over the last few years.

“I feel ten times better to be able to run and jump and be pain free,” he said. “I know tonight when I go to sleep 

I won’t wake up and feel sore.”

Marvin had surgery on June8 to alleviate an isolated bulging disk. He said he was immobile for nearly 12 

weeks following the procedure.

“I could not even clean my room,” he said. “I could not bend. It was a task to shower.”

Marvin said he started lifting weights in mid-August and returned to court work in September. He’s been 

playing and working out regularly since then.

As for the timing of the surgery, Marvin said ht discussed the possibility with Hawks training personnel at the 

end of the season.

“We thought it would be a good idea with the lockout coming,” he said. “I went home and talked to my parents 

about it and they felt it would be the best thing for me. It thankfully worked out. The timing was perfect for me.”

Marvin looked to be in great shape and so did Teague, who enters camp facing a situation similar to before the 

East semis.

Kirk Hinrich is out injured and the Hawks have no other real options at point guard. This is Teague’s chance 

to show the East semis were not an aberration, that he can indeed be a bona fide NBA starter.

The way Teague sees it, he was going to do that regardless of whether Hinrich got hurt or not (though it does 

mean L.D. doesn’t have anyone else to waive in for Teague right now).

“Everybody tries to make it like me against Kirk, but I like Kirk,” Teague said. “He’s a good player. I know at 

some point I was going to be able to play along with him. He’s a great player and I love playing with him when 

had the opportunity to play with him. 
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“Now that he’s injured somebody has to step up and it looks like I’m that guy. Whoever they bring in, we have 

to come together and make a great back court. I’m all about winning.”

Teague said he spent his offseason working on his jumper. That’s important because opponents will have a 

better scout on him this season and work to keep him away from the rim and his floater sweet spot and make 

him prove he can shoot better than 34 percent from 10 feet and beyond.

Teague said he’s focused on getting his hand under the ball each time he shoots.

“I feel like my jump shot has come a long way,” he said. “It’s a matter of putting more arch on it. I could always 

shoot. I’ve always relied on my ability to get to the basket but now I am more confident in the shot.”

Teague said he’s also spent a lot of time in the weight room and feels stronger–he claims he’s “jumping a lot 

higher right now” though I couldn’t tell if he was just boasting. He said his weight increased to as much as 190 

pounds earlier in the offseason buthe’s back down to 180.

“I tried to get bigger but it felt like it was slowing me down when I got in the 185, 190 range,” he said. “It doesn’t 

feel comfortable.”

Teague and Marvin worked out alongside Stack while Kito shot baskets at the other end. I’m told Damien was 

at Philips earlier in the morning but I never caught up with him. Pape Sy was lifting weights during the time us 

media types where there. 

There also was a brief Rick Sund sighting but he declined my interview request.

Etc.

Stephen A. Smith tweeted that T-Mac “will go to Atlanta unless Chicago makes a comparable offer.” 
Does this mean there is a bidding war for T-Mac? I checked this with the Hawks but haven’t heard back 
yet. 

•

I will post a blog on the schedule when it’s released tonight at 7 p.m.. Word is the Hawks will play two 
sets of back-to-back-to-backs and 15 sets of back-to-backs. There’s also two inexplicable road trips: 
Milwaukee to San Antonio to Detroit to New Orleans to Toronto; and Indiana to Miami to Detroit to 
Sacramento to Denver to Los Angeles (Clippers). Good for my frequent-flyer account, not so good for 
my sanity. 

•

The Hawks have eliminated ticket fees for all home games this season. Said team prez Bob Williams in 
a statement: “Our owners, Bruce Levenson and Michael Gearon, wanted to thank Hawks fans for their 
support and loyalty. We felt that the unprecedented elimination of all fees, whether tickets are purchased 
on the internet, by phone or at a TicketMaster outlet, would be a meaningful way to reward our fans.” 

•

John Hollinger has finished his Hawks player projections (Insider). Hoopinion’s Bret LaGree was part 
of an ESPN.com Hawks 5-on-5. 

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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